
BREAKING BIG: Pfizer Director Admits Vaccine was Never Tested on Preventing
Transmission During EU Hearing Contrary to Previous Claims (VIDEO)

Description

EU: During a recent COVID-19 EU hearing, Pfizer’s president of international developed markets,
Janine Small, admitted that the vaccine had never been tested on its ability to prevent transmission,
contrary to what was previously advertised.

Robert “Rob” Roos, a politician from the Netherlands who is also a member of the European
Parliament, exposed the lie that people from all over the world had been led to believe.

“If you don’t get vaccinated, you’re antisocial. This is what the Dutch prime minister and health minister
told us. You don’t get vaccinated just for yourself, but also for others. You do it for all of society, that’s
what they said. Today, this turned out to be complete nonsense. ” Roos said in his viral bombshell
video posted on Twitter.

“In a COVID hearing in the European Parliament, one of the Pfizer directors just admitted to me at the
time of introduction, the vaccine had never been tested on stopping the transmission of the virus,”
Roos said.

In one of the most atrocious crimes against humanity, all the governments worked together with big
pharma and big tech to deceive the general public into taking the COVID shot.

They lied to us. They coerced millions of people into being vaccinated on the lie of preventing 
transmission.

“This removed the entire legal basis for the covert passport. The COVID passport that led to massive
institutional discrimination as people lost access to essential parts of society. I find this to be shocking,
even criminal,” Roos added.

During the hearing, when asked by Ross if the Pfizer COVID vaccine tested on stopping the
transmission of the virus before it entered the market, Janine Small responded while smiling:
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“Regarding the question around did we know about stopping immunization before it entered 
the market? No. We have to really move at the speed of science to really understand what is 
taking place in the market.”

Watch the video below:

? BREAKING:

In COVID hearing, #Pfizer director admits: #vaccine was never tested on preventing
transmission.

“Get vaccinated for others” was always a lie.

The only purpose of the #COVID passport: forcing people to get vaccinated.

The world needs to know. Share this video! ?? pic.twitter.com/su1WqgB4dO

— Rob Roos MEP ?? (@Rob_Roos) October 11, 2022

Remember when the globalists and elites told us to take the vaccine to stop the transmission?  This is
scandalous.

Watch the video below:

We know now that the vaccine will not stop the infection. It is also not safe and effective.

Florida Surgeon General released a shocking report on Friday. According to Dr. Joseph Ladapo, there
was an 84% increase in the incidence of cardiac-related death among males 18-39 years old within 28
days following mRNA vaccination. That is a huge number!

Dr. Ladapo recommended that young males from 18 to 39 refrain from taking the COVID Vaccine.

Today, we released an analysis on COVID-19 mRNA vaccines the public needs to be
aware of. This analysis showed an increased risk of cardiac-related death among men 18-
39. FL will not be silent on the truth.

Guidance: https://t.co/DcWZLoMU5E
Press Release: https://t.co/Y0r9yepi7F

— Joseph A. Ladapo, MD, PhD (@FLSurgeonGen) October 7, 2022

by Jim Hoft
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/Pfizer?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vaccine?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://t.co/su1WqgB4dO
https://twitter.com/Rob_Roos/status/1579759795225198593
https://t.co/DcWZLoMU5E
https://t.co/Y0r9yepi7F
https://twitter.com/FLSurgeonGen/status/1578515633159180289
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